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JANUARY 25 TO MARCH 23, 2013
FEATURING WORKS BY 
GAIL WIGHT AND MARY TSIONGAS
CURATED BY ARIF KHAN

“Have the time of your life,” “losing track of time,” “on the company’s time,” and “ahead 
of their time,” are all common phrases that note various notions of time and how 
one perceives it. All The Time in the World documents and explores creative ways 
of expressing or marking time from the specific to the poetic. Featuring artwork 
by Gail Wight (Associate Professor Art &  Art History, Stanford University) and 
Mary Tsiongas (Associate Professor Electronic Media, University of New Mexico), 
the exhibit presents many ways we, in fact, measure and perceive time, and in so 
doing enriches our understanding of them both. Through video, installation, and 
mixed media the two artists explore the subjective nature of time and show how an 
understanding of science can influence the practice of contemporary art.

MARY TSIONGASAll the Time in the World exhibition is presented by Wells Fargo.



GAIL WIGHT





CONNECTIVITY
APRIL 26 TO JUNE 15, 2013
CURATED BY CYNTHIA REEVES
 
Connectivity is an evocative and profound concept:   
it bespeaks of the linkage among various complex levels of 
organic life; the invisible tethering of thought, inspiration, and 
creativity; the avenues by which energies are communicated; 
and, the implicit concept that all ideas and their manifestations 
shake common threads.  It is the basis of all mapping, of how 
we envision our place in a broader context — from the micro 
to macro worlds.

Using this philosophical inquiry, we have invited a select 
number of artists to share with us their vision on this dynamic 
pursuit of connectedness.  Each explores various aspects of 
connectivity through his or her unique visual lens.

Connectivity features the work of  Janet Echelman, Yizhak 
Elyashiv, Beth Ganz, John Grade, Daniel Kohn, Jonathan 
Prince, Shuli Sade, George Sherwood, and Claire Watkins, 
many of whom are part of the Duke Energy Collection.



WINTER 2013
PLAN YOUR VISIT          
Thursdays & Fridays, 3 to 9 PM
Saturdays, 11 AM to 6 PM
Free Admission

EXHIBITIONS        

ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
Main Gallery
January 25 to March 23, 2013
Gail Wight and Mary Tsiongas

CONNECTIVITY
Main Gallery
April 26 to June 15, 2013
Janet Echelman, Yizhak Elyashiv, 
Beth Ganz, John Grade, Daniel Kohn, 
Jonathan Prince, Shuli Sade, George 
Sherwood, and Claire Watkins

GET INVOLVED        

McColl Center for Visual Art’s programs are made possible through the generosity 
of individuals, corporations, and foundations. Every gift makes a difference. Please 
visit mccollcenter.org/get-involved for more information.

TOURS
Free docent-led tours are offered each 
Saturday at 11:30 AM and 2:30 PM or by 
appointment. 

WINTER 2013 EXHIBITION 
2nd & 3rd Floor Gallery
January 25 to March 23 , 2013
Katherine Allen, Carolyn Braaksma,  
Mel Chin, Andrea Chung, Elizabeth 
Conner, Tomoo Kitamura, Brian Knep, 
Natalie Andrew, Joyce Scott,  
JoAnn Sieburg-Baker, and Erin V. Sotak



erin V. Sotak
UNCC Artist-in-Residence // Scottsdale, AZ
Installation, Performance, Video // Studio 316
January 7 to March 26, 2013

Erin V. Sotak is a storyteller whose work is narrated through the use of symbolic colors, 
iconic objects, cultural references, and historical allusions. For her the challenge is 
how to illustrate art, not as a fabricated object, but as an experience that creates a 
hiccup in the mundane. She creates moments of beauty while quietly engaging in a 
dialogue about labor, endurance, absurdity, collections, consumption, gender, and 
aesthetics. During her residency, Sotak will work with students from the University 
of North Carolina Charlotte to encourage risks in expression, experimentation, and 
exploration as they develop a personal visual language. Sotak received a BFA from 
the University of Arizona and a MFA from San Jose State University. She has exhibited 
her work throughout the United States including the Phoenix Art Museum.





MeL CHin
 
Knight Artist-in-Residence // Burnsville, NC
Conceptual // Studio 218 
September 24, 2012 to March 26, 2013

Both analytical and poetic, Mel Chin’s art evades easy classification. Known for the 
broad range of approaches in his practice, his work is largely motivated by political, 
cultural, and social circumstances. Investigating how art can provoke greater social 
awareness and responsibility, Chin utilizes uncommon space for his work, and 
insinuates art into unlikely places including destroyed homes, toxic landfills, and 
even popular television. 

Launched in 2007, his project Operation Paydirt/Fundred Dollar Bill is an attempt 
to raise awareness of the issues of lead contamination and to create a model for 
making cities lead-safe across the United States. Ultimately Operation Paydirt’s 
purpose is to support generational human and environmental health. The Fundreds 
are designed to raise awareness of this environmental threat and offer the voices of 
democratic expression for the solution. All across the country people are drawing 
Fundred Dollar Bills – original, hand drawn interpretations of $100 bills. The Fundred 
Dollar Bill “artworks” are being collected by armored truck and will be delivered 
to Washington D.C., where the value of the art currency will promote support to 
implement solutions in New Orleans and cities across the country. Scheduled for 
completion in 2014, Chin will continue work on this project during his residency at 
McColl Center for Visual Art and will name the Center as an official Fundred site for the 
Southeastern United States. 

Mel Chin’s work has been documented in the popular PBS program, Art in the 21st 
Century, and has received numerous awards and grants from organizations such as 
the National Endowment for the Arts, Art Matters, Creative Capital, Pollock/Krasner 
Foundation, Joan Mitchell Foundation, and The Rockefeller Foundation. 

*The Center’s partnership with the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation is providing oppor-
tunities for the Center to investigate the role of senior-level professional artists in furthering its 
mission of advancing artists, community, and the creation of contemporary art.





anDrea CHUnG
 
Artist-in-Residence // San Diego, CA
Sculpture, Mixed Media, Video // Studio 313 (Lower Level)
January 7 to March 26, 2013

Exploring archival materials such as photographs and tourist publications, Andrea Chung 
reconstructs new narratives to sell romantic notions about nature and labor. Through 
painting and sculpture, new stories are juxtaposed against old stories to reveal conflicting 
narratives. By manipulating tourism imagery, she investigates how “The Land” has been sold 
through picturesque fantasy and fantastic copy that make the viewer question what is real. 
During her residency, Chung will focus her time on the island of Mauritius, located in the 
Indian Ocean, to develop a body of work using raw materials such as sugar to tell the island’s 
complex history. Chung received her BFA from Parsons School of Design and her MFA from 
the Maryland Institute College of Art. Chung has exhibited her work throughout the United 
States and has been a recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship.



Brian knep & nataLie anDrew
 
Carolinas HealthCare Artists-in-Residence // Boston, MA
New Media // Studio 216
January 7 to March 26, 2013

Brian Knep uses cutting-edge discoveries to create metaphors about the way we 
live. His works are often about the impermanent and interconnected nature of the 
world – how everything changes and is affected by everything else – and by the 
nature of their creation the works are also commentaries and explorations of the 
role of science and technology in our lives. Knep’s “Deep Wounds,” commissioned 
by Harvard University, has won numerous awards including notoriety by Americans 
for the Arts as one of the best public art projects of 2007.
 



Natalie Andrew is a biologist, engineer, and cognitive-scientist researching 
creativity, backyard biology, paradigm shifts, and the ingredients of inspiration. 
Her sculptures are an ongoing experiment to create an environment of wonder 
in which to contemplate, and an exploration of the value we place in scientific 
discovery and what consequences such reverence might have for making progress 
- either in deepening and elaborating a paradigm or shifting to a new one. Formerly 
a scientist at Harvard Medical School, Andrew works as both an artist and scientist.
 
During their residency, Knep and Andrew plan to combine their interests in 
mythology, journeys, transformation, and notions of magic to create a large, 
interactive wall piece for the Levine Children’s Hospital.

*Brian Knep and Natalie Andrew’s residency is supported by Wells Fargo



JoyCe SCott
Knight Artist-in-Residence // Baltimore, MD
Fibers, Sculpture // Studio 313 (Upper Level)
January 7 to February 8, 2012

Blending popular culture with her ancestry, Joyce Scott creates provocative and 
confrontational works of art that address contentious political and social issues 
such as gender, race, and class struggle. Well-versed in a variety of mediums, Scott 
draws from influences as wide ranging as her media. Renowned for her meticulous 
craftsmanship and biting social commentary, Scott gravitates to beadwork for 
its improvisational properties and immediacy. During her residency, Scott will 
combine beadwork with stained and fused glass to create complex objects of skill, 
beauty, and sophistication that double as a social mirror. Joyce received her BFA 
from the Maryland Institute College of Art and her MFA from the Institute Allende 
in Mexico. Scott has exhibited her work extensively throughout the United States 
and is featured in many prominent collections including the Smithsonian Institute 
and the Museum of Art and Design in New York.

*Joyce Scott’s residency is sponsored in part through the generosity of Ms. Debra Plousha Moore 
and Col. John Moore, Jr., USAF.



eLizaBetH Conner
Environmental Artist-in-Residence // Vachon, WA
Environmental // Studio 221
January 7 to March 26, 2013

Both a public and studio artist, Elizabeth Conner represents movement and change 
into works of art that incorporate local stories, conversations and explorations. As 
an environmental artist, Conner’s work is site-responsive and sensitive to physical, 
social, and historical context. With experience addressing water quality issues, 
Conner has worked in shoreline, storm water, and environmental remediation. 
During her residency as an Environmental Artist-in-Residence, Conner will focus on 
stream restoration at Brightwalk in the Statesville Avenue Corridor. Conner received 
her BFA from Cornish College of the Arts and her MFA from Vermont College. She has 
exhibited her work nationally and has received numerous commissions in public art 
remediation projects including the Tolt River Floodplain Restoration in Seattle. 

*The EAIR Program is made possible through the generous support of Duke Energy Foundation, 
Nathan Cummings Foundation, Surdna Foundation, and the Blumenthal Foundation.



CaroLyn BraakSMa
CATS Artist-in-Residence // Denver, CO
Public Art // Studio 215
January 7 to March 26, 2013

As a public artist, Carolyn Braaksma executes large-scale commissions that incorporate 
visual art into infrastructure projects using concrete, steel, and stone. Braaksma’s 
fountain on The Green along Charlotte’s South Tryon Street is an example of her award-
winning work that incorporates site-specific imagery with local references to create 
a strong sense of place. During her residency as the Charlotte Area Transit System 
(CATS) Artist-in-Residence, Braaksma will address the surfaces of the visible bridges 
and walls along the CATS’ LYNX Blue Line Extension from Uptown to the University 
of North Carolina Charlotte. Braaksma received a BA from Metropolitan State College 
and has completed commissions throughout the United States including projects in 
Seattle, San Antonio, and the Denver International Airport

katHerine aLLen
 
Gail Thomas Peacock CMS Art Teacher-in-Residence
Jewelry // Studio 213
January 7 to March 26, 2013

Inspired by texture, form, and a love of nature, Katherine Allen creates objects of 
adornment and natural beauty. Using combinations of organic and processed 
materials, Allen manipulates her materials to simulate organic objects and surface 
textures. During her residency, Allen will explore the use of new materials and 
processes to create a cohesive body of work. Allen received a BS in Art Education 
from Miami University and is a current Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System Art 
Teacher at William Amos Hough High School. Her jewelry has been on display at 
Beet Gallery and Ecolicious, in Charlotte, North Carolina. 





GALLERY RECEPTION

Joann SieBUrG-Baker  
11-Month Affiliate Artist // Charlotte, NC
Photography // Studio 219 
April 2, 2012 to March 26, 2013 

Photographer JoAnn Sieburg-Baker experiments with different methodologies 
for printing and processing images. The rich and bright colors found in her work 
are reminiscent of her early adoption of the famed Cibachrome process. But the 
vast possibilities inherent in new technologies have led to her choice of digital 
photography as a preferred medium. During her residency, she will continue 
her experimentation of processing photographs and embark on her first three-
dimensional project. Sieburg-Baker has won three international awards including 
the Worldwide Photography Gala Award. In addition to publishing two books, her 
photographs are represented in numerous public and private collections including 
the Mint Museum of Art and the North Carolina Museum of Art. 



toMoo kitaMUra 
11-Month Affiliate Artist // Charlotte, NC
Painting, Ceramics // Studio 315 
April 2, 2012 to March 26, 2013

In his large-scale ceramic sculptures, Kitamura carves patterns into stoneware clay 
to produce texture that is both visual and tactile. Not intended to be perfect, clean, 
or comfortable, the forms are designed to evoke feelings of space, life, and beauty. 
Interested in capturing this same feeling and surface in a two-dimensional format, 
Kitamura has recently turned to abstract oil painting, where he builds a surface with 
layers of paint, only to scrape them away. During his residency, Kitamura will explore 
the relationship between his paintings and sculptures to develop a cohesive body 
of work. Japanese-born Kitamura has exhibited his work throughout the United 
States, including the Mint Museum of Art, Southeastern Center for Contemporary 
Art, the Smithsonian Craft Show, and has been published in Ceramics Monthly. 



ARTIST TALKS

ARTIST TO ARTIST
Thursday, January 10 from 6 to 7:30 PM
Free Admission
When new residents begin their term at McColl Center for Visual Art, they each 
arrive from a different city, state, or part of the world, each bringing their own 
creative process, products, and goals for the residency. Artist to Artist is designed 
so each artist has a chance to introduce themselves and their work to each 
other and the community through brief presentations. Free admission. All ages 
welcome.

ARTIST TALK: JOYCE SCOTT AT THE MINT MUSEUM UPTOWN 
Tuesday, February 5 at 7 PM
Free Admission

OPENING RECEPTIONS

ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
Friday, January 25 from 6 to 9 PM with CTI’s Exploding Cannon Series at 6:30 PM
Free Admission 
Join us for the Opening Reception of the All the Time in the World exhibition 
featuring work from Gail Wight and Mary Tsiongas. This reception also marks the 
arrival of our Winter 2013 Artists-in-Residence whose work will be on display in 
the 2nd and 3rd floors of the Center. Free admission. Visit mccollcenter.org to 
learn more about CTI’s event which presents an interdisciplinary conversation 
with three panelists, exhibiting artists and curator. Space is limited, advance 
registration is required. All ages. Cash bar.

CONNECTIVITY
Friday, April 26 from 6 to 9 PM
Free Admission 
Join us for the Opening Reception of the Connectivity exhibition, a joint project 
with Cynthia Reeves Gallery. This will be your last chance to say farewell to 
exiting residents and see the products of their residency terms. Exiting residents 
include: JoAnn Sieburg-Baker, Tomoo Kitamura, Mel Chin, Andrea Chung, Carolyn 
Braaksma, Erin Sotak, Katherine Allen, Elizabeth Conner, Brian Knep, and Natalie 
Andrew. Free admission. All ages. Cash bar.



STUDIO PARTY 13 
PRESENTED BY BANK Of AMERICA
SATURDAY, APRIL 13 AT 7 PM
All three floors of McColl Center for Visual Art will be brimming with a one-
night only art sale featuring thirty of the Center’s fabulous alumni artists in a 
special exhibition of contemporary art. In addition, eight of the Center’s artist 
studios will be transformed into themes of their own design and complemented 
by gourmet treats provided by Porcupine Provisions, along with cocktails and 
music. Additional information about this fundraising event can be found at  
www.mccollcenter.org/studio-party

SUMMER ARTS INSTITUTE
JUNE 10 TO AUGUST 2
GRADES 1ST TO 12TH
From painting to sculpture, the Summer Arts Institute offers a number of week-
long courses that are diverse in both media and concept. Each class is taught by 
a professional artist and includes an “opening reception” on the last day of camp. 
Registration begins February 1. Half-day (9 AM to Noon, 1 to 4 PM) and full-day (9 
AM to 3 PM) sessions available. Visit www.mccollcenter.org/summer-arts-institute 
for more information.



OPEN STUDIO SATURDAYS
Visitors are encouraged to meet our residents in their 2nd and 3rd floor studios 
when they see an open door. Inside each studio, visitors can learn about the creative 
process and the works-in-progress directly from the source. During Open Studio 
Saturdays, our residents will be working in their studio from 11 AM to 6 PM with an 
open door. All ages welcome. Free admission.
 
•	 January 12
•	 february 9
•	 february 23
•	 March 9
 

CONTEMPORARIES EVENTS
The following events are presented by the Contemporaries of McColl Center for 
Visual Art who offer creative opportunities for individuals to deepen, expand, and 
cultivate their interest in the visual arts. Membership is $75 and includes a $50 
donation to the Center. Visit mccollcenter.org/contemporaries for more information 
and to RSVP.

STUDIO VISIT: TONY GRIffIN 
Thursday, January 24 from 6 to 7:30 PM 
Members: Free, Non-Members: $8
 
STUDIO VISIT: THOMAS HAAPAPURO
Tuesday, February 19 from 6 to 7:30 PM
Members: Free, Non-Members: $8
 
STUDIO/GALLERY VISIT: DUY HUYNH AT LARK & KEY 
Thursday, March 21 from 6 to 7:30 PM 
Members: Free, Non-Members: $8

COMMUNITY DAY
SATURDAY, APRIL 27 fROM 10AM TO 4PM 
Come explore, build and create! This April, McColl Center for Visual Art 
invites everyone young and old to experience a day of artist-led activities 
and demonstrations. Participation in Community Day is free and is held in 
collaboration with Parent University’s Spring Family Fun and Education Day.  
Visit www.mccollcenter.org/community-day for more information.



THURSDAY NIGHT ADULT WORKSHOPS

JEWELRY MAKING
Katherine Allen will teach participants basic sawing, piercing, and filing techniques 
used in jewelry making then will help them create a pendant from copper or 
brass combined with a found object or material of their choice. Members: $96, 
Non-Members: $120. Thursdays, January 17, 24, and 31 from 6:30 to 8:30 PM.

ENCAUSTIC PAINTING 
Using the hot wax painting method of encaustic painting, Pam Winegard 
introduces participants to this ancient medium using stenciling, collage, and 
painting techniques to create a finished work of art. Members: $96, Non-Members: 
$120. Thursdays, february 7, 14, and 21 from 6:30 to 8:30 PM.

MONO-PRINTING W/ CHINE COLLÉ
Create a series of mono-prints with Ginny Boyd while learning the technique 
of chine collé, a method of gluing paper to paper to enrich tones and textures. 
Instruction to a pin press, stamp making, easy plate registration, and a simple 
way to work without a press also included. Members: $96, Non-Members: $120.  
Thursdays, March  7, 14, and 21 from 6:30 to 8:30 PM.

Materials are included in the registration cost.
To enroll, visit www.mccollcenter.org/adult-workshops or call 704-332-5535
 




